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This book is a study guide for any candidate preparing for the Java EE Web Component
Developer exam (Oracle Exam 1Z0-899). It contains the theory behind how the Web container
works, and important notes, hints and tips on the types of ‘trick’ questions to look for in the exam.
By combining logical and easy-to-follow discussions with clear visual aids and diagrams, you will
wonder by the end of the book why servlets, JSPs and tag libraries seemed so complicated
before! By combining the theory taught in this book with practical experience, you will not only
succeed in passing the exam, but will do so confident that you are able to solve problems and
draw-up solutions ‘on the job’. Reference Material Have you ever found that you couldn't quite
remember the names of the XML elements or attributes in the Deployment Descriptor or Tag
Library Descriptor? Or perhaps you've had problems recalling custom tag life cycles? Not a
problem! Helpful visual diagrams show ‘at a glance’ the important schemas, without having to
resort to knowing the XML Schema or DTD languages, as used in the specifications. Who is this
book suitable for? This guide assumes very basic prior knowledge of the Web container and the
Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) core syntax. Servlets, JSPs and associated frameworks
and Web application deployment are all presented beginning with the basic theory to ensure
complete and thorough understanding. In addition, particular attention is devoted to the subjects
of the Expression Language, custom tag libraries, annotations and asynchronous requests
which are new or updated in the latest version of the exam. Key Features 1. Complete coverage
of all objectives including annotations, modular deployment and AJAX support. 2. Authored by a
Java developer who has helped thousands to pass the exam. 3. Theory introduced in an easy-to-
follow, step-by-step manner. 4. Content split into manageable chapter sizes with clear objectives.
5. API details presented in condensed bulleted lists to make memorising easy. 6. Text reinforced
with over 80 diagrams and figures to summarise key or difficult ideas. 7. 350 exam-style end of
chapter questions with detailed answers. 8. One free online mock exam.

About the AuthorJason W. Eckert is an experienced technical trainer, consultant and best-selling
author in the Information Technology (IT) industry. He has more than 20 IT certifications, 25
years of IT experience, four published apps, and 22 published textbooks covering topics such as
UNIX, Linux, Apache, MySQL, Windows Server, Security, Microsoft Exchange, PowerShell,
BlackBerry Enterprise Server, and Video Game Development, to his credit. Mr. Eckert brings the
value of his diverse IT experience and expertise to every class that he teaches at triOS College.
He also serves as the Dean of Technology at triOS College, where he continues to refine and
improve college technology programs. For more information about Mr. Eckert, visit about.me/
jasoneckert.A graduate of McMaster University, M. John Schitka is a former instructor at triOS
College. Initially teaching NT4 technologies, he currently conducts courses on Windows 2000,



UNIX, Linux, and more.
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kapitan_sexy, “Reliably good. It's expected that you already know about the course topic. This
book is more like an API documentation but explains it in a more practical way. If you're looking
an approach similar to Head First, this is not for you. This is a reviewer suited for those who are
already knowleageable. 1 good thing I like here most are the practice questions which are
similarly same and some questions really appeared in the certification exams.”

Jorge, “Good book, but not enought for the certification.. Have a good stuff there but too much
theory, sometimes i didn't get and needed to read it again, have a lot of information but lack of
code examples, i can recommend first read "Head First Servlets and JSP", and then this one, I
passed the certification just reading those 2 books. i put 4 starts actually because i like this book
about how he explained but when he start explaining the classes some pages are like javadocs,
but apart of this this bok is cool.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good book to study. The book is good, I've successfully passed the
exam after self-studying with it. I've put 4 starts instead of 5 only because this edition of the book
contains some copy-paste errors from the previous edition (my guess). It is not critical, but a bit
annoying.”

Edgar Maldonado, “Good guide, concise and useful, but with some editing errors. Reading this
guide from begin to end and making some practices, I obtained a good score in the certification
exam. The only complaint about it, is that some details in the practice exams had errors like bad
indication of number of answers to choose, and one or two fine details about subtle changes
betwen JEE5 and JEE6 that weren't updated in this revisión of the book.”

Igor, “Excelent book to become web component expert. If you plan to pass OCEJWCD this book
is the best.I passed the exam with really high score.All exam topics are covered.The only minus
is the lack of code examples for some topics.If you are new to Servlets/JSP/JSTL and want to
get the solid knowledge andto pass the exam just start Head First book and then polish with this
book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. I believe this is a good book - unfortunately could not keep
reading, switched to another book mid way”

Jorden de Bouvé, “We recommend it!. We purchased this book (multiple copies) to give as a gift
to our students who are preparing for an examination shortly. We recommend it!”

Artur Banas, “Satisfied. Meets expectations, book in good condition. The only drawback is
absence of CD which is sold along with the book...”



Jorge, “good quality and certification exam oriented. Clearly explained, good quality and
certification exam oriented.”

Albert, “Buon testo per integrare la preparazione dell'esame Oracle 1Z0-899. Questo manuale
non nasce come una guida al superamento dell'esame di certificazione ma piuttosto come una
guida di riferimento, anche se in più punti l'autore evidenzia quali contenuti sono oggetto
d'esame e quali no.Giunto alla terza edizione, il testo è stato aggiornato alla JEE6, tuttavia non
sono state incluse alcune piccole novità che però possono capitare all'esame (ad esempio nel
capitolo 10, che è incentrato sul Deployment Descriptor, mancano tutte le novità della JEE6!).Il
consiglio per superare agevolmente l'esame è di studiare su 
  
  
Head First Servlets and JSP

  
, integrare la preparazione con i capitoli 8, 11, 12 e 21 di questo libro e infine allenarsi con
delle simulazioni d'esame reperibili online (quelle di Enthuware ad esempio sono molto
buone).Si noti che l'esame 1Z0-899 non richiede la parte di sviluppo di custom tag che invece è
ampiamente trattata nel libro.”

The book by Judy Blume has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 63 people have provided feedback.
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